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environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being to
the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn make are
worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, walks and visits. It produces this Bulletin of articles of
local interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was
well received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and promotes citizenship education in local
schools. It has held exhibitions, planted trees, restored the churchyard railings and martyrs' memorial,
and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street. It has also produced surveys of trees,
seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of victims of enemy action in
Mount Noddy cemetery (now superseded) and historical guide-maps in the High Street, and presented
seats in memory of leading former members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has published a
book of reminiscences, sets of postcards reproducing old photographs, three town trails (one of them
also in French) and leaflets on the local martyrs and on Mount Noddy and Moat Pond. With the Town
Council it established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is a registered charity (no.257870) and belongs to the Federation of Sussex Amenity
Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; the
larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on 1 January
(except by those joining on or after 1 October). By signing a Gift Aid form standard-rate income tax
payers can increase its value at no cost to themselves. Persons wishing only to receive the Bulletin can
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No.107 (Autumn 2012)

EDITORIAL
One of the most popular regular features of the Bulletin has long been the 'As we saw ourselves' and
'As others saw us' pieces, evoking agreement, disagreement, amusement, relief ('Thank goodness that's
no longer true'), resignation ('Nothing changes'), astonishment ('How could anyone think such a
thing?'), disbelief or reflection. They serve as light relief from the heavier, generally more objective,
items, but for the historian they can be equally significant. They show, for instance, what was once
thought important (e.g. the death rate in 1885 or the lack of an abattoir in 1923) or what status was
aspired to ('the tripper is not encouraged' in 1926 or 'all the attributes of a modem suburb' in 1933). In
the same way the pictorial map of Ashurst Wood produced by the village Historians in 2002 tells us
what buildings, historical facts and wildlife were valued at the turn of the century, selectively presenting
the place at its most delightful. Somewhat similarly, the recollections of everyday sights in 1952 (p.16
below) will tell posterity as much about East Grinstead in 2012 as they do about sixty years before.
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (37): 'What with the levelling down, or the levelling up by railways,
telephones, telegraphs and all such modern things, we were now much more on a par with each other
than ever before. Some of the old characters were still left, but there was not so much individuality
about them as in the days gone by.' - Mr W.V.K. Stenning's lecture 'The Past, Present and Future of
East Grinstead' as reported in the East Grinstead Observer at the time, 1894. M.J.L.
AS OTHERS SAW US (47): 'We lived in East Grinstead - we went there for the Steiner education, not
the Scientology. It's the weirdos v the weirdos, with a Waitrose in between.' - Emma Lee Moss, moved
S.R.K.
here from Hong Kong aged 12 (Times Online website, 5 Nov. 2007).
COVER PICTURE: Lewes Road in snow, a scraperboard drawing by Claire Wilson, one of our active
members while a sixth former at Sackville School in the late 1970s, from a photograph probably taken in
the 1880s and reproduced in D. Gould, Britain in Old Photographs: East Grinstead (1995), p.25.
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Our Newsletter '40' (error for 39, Oct. 1987) hailed the electrification
of our railway line while recognising it as another step in the inexorable transformation of the town. The
demolition of the Placelands water tower and adjacent waterworks was a concern, lest commercial
development prevail over public benefit (e.g. from additional parking for the Kings Centre alongside).
Detailed reports of meetings, outings and events accounted for a larger than usual issue, fourteen pages.
Newsletter 40A (getting the numbering back in step, Jan. 1988) re-iterated our preference for residential
accommodation over shops rather than offices, as recently permitted, and making the Playfield 'a haven
of peace' rather than car-parking as proposed. Responding to the 1987 'hurricane', our project for the
year was revised in favour of trees and £200 was handed to the Town Mayor for his Tree Devastation
Fund'. £50 was voted towards the purchase of Ashdown Forest from Earl De La Warr. Membership
was below 300 and declining, and subscriptions only just covered running costs. Bulletin 42 (Autumn
1987) included articles on Thomas Lord Scales, father of Dame Katherine Grey of Brambletye, and the
pump house at Luxfords Farm, both by Miss R.M. Willatts, and an account of how the accession and the
coronation of Queen Victoria were celebrated here, as recollected by old inhabitants fifty years later in
the East Grinstead Observer. There were also notes of workers' messages and lost objects found during
work on old buildings, and more memories of the 1920s here from local journalist Mr Brian Desmond.
How to obtain back-numbers: see foot of p.2.

El
M.J. Leppard

THE EARLY HISTORY OF DUNNINGS

Dunnings is well known as the name of a district of East Grinstead and occurs in several minor
place-names in and around that area. It is not one of our oldest, but it is mediaeval, though the only
early information we have about it is in one 15th-century document, usually a period of scarcity for
local records compared to the centuries before and after.
On 20 January 1469 Thomas Nycol granted to Richard Homwoode a field of land called
DONNYNGESFELD, bounded by the highway from Grinstead to Lewes east and south, the land of
John Boteler called Pykenottes west, and land late Ralph atte Wode north, which he had had from
William atte Melle, deceased, by grant of John atte Homwode of East Grinstead senior. The witnesses
were Roger Partryche, John a Dene, William Fowell, John Symmes and William C(r)eachworth. 1 No
dimensions are given, nor price paid, but the bounds given suggest a close correspondence with those of
Dunnings Farm as mapped in 1776.2 Its extent then is indicated by the unshaded area on the extract
from the 6" Ordnance Survey map reproduced below.
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The highway from Grinstead to Lewes must be the road from the town to Saint Hill. It is not
easy to reconcile the Pykenottes here with the three similarly-named places elsewhere in the parish: it
could be across the road from Saint Hill to Hazelden crossroads; it might be the later Fonthill!
Rockwood area which by 1776 was part of Dunnings Farm; or, more likely, it could be part of Combe
which, by 1615, the first date at which it can be mapped 3, marched with the north-western border of
Dunnings Farm as existing in 1776. It may be significant that in a rental of the manor of Imberhorne in
1567 Anna Cole holds tenements at Combe, Picknetts and Essingeleghe and part of Baldinge, which in
later rentals are merged as simply Combe. 4 The boundary between Combe and Dunnings Farm in 1776
is a little river running down to the Medway, a natural choice when they were first demarcated, which
strengthens the probability that Donnyngesfeld in 1469 corresponded to the later farm. The land that
had formerly been Ralph atte Wode's might also have become part of Combe, or it could be the site of
the mill (possibly already existing) and the eastern half of the pond, which were not part of Combe. In
1776 the farmhouse is in the same place as the house marked Dunnings on the map opposite, the field
to its north is Dunnings Field, and Dunnings Wood is the one so designated by the Ordnance Survey.
Whatever the area of Donnyngesfeld in 1469, this corner must have been its nucleus. The total area
delimited opposite is about 120 acres, equivalent to the conventional interpretation of a mediaeval hide,
but in the absence of any other information best regarded as a coincidence.
Dunning must be the name of an earlier holder. No one of that name is found in East Grinstead
in any other surviving record, before or after. It must be the same as in the place-name Donnyngs at
Redhill. The feld part of the name here could refer to a field as we understand it now, the Dunnings
Field of 1776, but more likely, especially in view of the case for Donnyngesfeld's corresponding to
Dunnings Farm, it refers back much earlier than 1469, to an area of open land acquired by Dunning or a
predecessor to divide up with hedges and ditches as we know happened at Imberhome well before the
15th century.5
The people named in the grant, however, are not all strangers to our historical records. Thomas
Nicholl and John Boteler are listed consecutively as jurors at an inquest in 1466.6 A Richard Homwode
served as bailiff of the borough of East Grinstead in 1443-44. The Homwode family is recorded here
from 1285 for many centuries, during which they became associated with lands east of those discussed
here, as later did the Nicholls also, though that does not mean we can locate them there in 1469. In
1401-02 William atte Mille and his heirs and Richard Wakehurst were grantees of 46 acres in Horsted
Keynes and East Grinstead, probably the same William as named here, both times almost certainly of
the family that took its name from Mill Place and is recorded here from 1229. Ralph atte Wode and the
witnesses cannot be identified, though other members of the a Dene family are found here from c.1 160
and of the Fowles from 1283.
After 1469 Dunnings does not appear in any local documents until 1713, when it is one of many
properties bequeathed in the will of Edward Payne, esq.' The first evidence for Dunnings Mill is its
appearance un-named on Budgen' s map of Sussex in 1724 though it must surely have been much older.
Any information that can fill this 250-year gap will be most welcome for use in a future issue.
REFERENCES: E.G.S.B. = East Grinstead Society Bulletin; E.S.R.O. = East Sussex Record Office
1
E.S.R.O., SAS D/17 2 Saint Hill Estate maps, now in West Sussex Record Office 3 E.G.S.B. 89, p.4 (map)
E.G.S.B. 81, pp.5,7 (discussion of Pykenottes names, with source-references)
as note 4, pp.4-9 6 Sussex
7
Archaeological Collections, vol.95, pp.56f.
Feet of fines (Sussex Record Society vol.23, no.2729) 8 E.S.R.O., SAS
HJ454

BROCKHURST REVISITED (Bulletin 106): A RESPONSE

P.D. Wood

Mr Leppard makes a good case for a Greater Brockhurst. I've always assumed some connection
with Brookhurst just on the similarity of names. I'm less sure about 1086, which of course was my
ruling date. My Biochest was a unit with a well-defined boundary - the Buckhurst Terrier (however

defective) and the tithe map agree so well with the topography that I still feel sure about this. However,
I'm sure Mr Leppard is right to suppose forest-clearing, swine-pasturing etc. outside the defined farms.
The trouble is that in 1086 there's no firm evidence (that I know of). There was a huge expansion of
farming and permanent occupation 1100-1250, by which time we had a landscape nearly recognisable
as our own 19th-century one. May not Brookhurst have emerged in this time? I think of Shoveistrode
and Brooklands.
Was Brookhurst freehold? The real Domesday Book holdings all were, I think. None of them
was a demesne - all villein farms, though Brambletye remains an enigma, as always. I mean freehold
anciently - much copyhold was bought out and converted later.
I'm sure Mr Leppard is right from the 16th century onwards, maybe earlier, but as to Domesday
Book times, I'll stick to my Brockhurst until good contemporary evidence comes to light
M.J. Leppard

AND TWO ADDENDA
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Although I cited, from his desk-bound archaeological assessment of land
near the town at risk of development, D. Hawkins's suggestion that Brookhurst
represented the original Brockhurst homestead, possibly moated, I deliberately
ignored another of his proposals as not strictly relevant to my purpose. Never theless it deserves airing. On an aerial photograph' he detected at TQ 403369 'a
very regular curvilinear feature seen as a dark toned definite mark in bare soil
and as a slightly upstanding feature in crop or grass', which might be part of a
system of boundaries. I have not had access to the photograph, but his grid
reference is for the southern tip of the S-shaped line which I have marked A B C
D on the extract from the 6" Ordnance Survey map of 1911 reproduced left. The
first edition of the 25" map, however, shows this line as a wriggly watercourse
fringed by trees and without any weirs. That does not mean there may not have
been some embanking alongside, but if so more likely, I think, to be for practical
land-use reasons than to mark an estate boundary for which the river would be
adequate in itself. It does not define farm boundaries on the tithe map.
Alexander Nesbitt, who was at Brockhurst in 1870-71, is the subject of
an article in Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.137 (1999), pp.161-73. He
was a merchant trader and antiquary, born in 1887. The author, J. H. Stevenson,
believes Brockhurst was a temporary home until he could move into Oldiands
Hall (the focus of the article) that was being built for him at Buxted, where he
died in 1900. I misread his wife's name; it was Cecilia.
M.J. Leppard

AND ONE CORRIGENDUM
On p.13 of the original article 'Brocknors' should be Bucknors.

'106G UK 1432 7086-87 For all other references seethe original article.
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FINAL STRESS: WHERE ARE WE NOW?

M.J. Leppard

Twenty years ago, in a short article in our Bulletin 51, I opened for discussion the phenomenon
of final stress in the pronunciation of several local place-names and some elsewhere. No subject before
or since has drawn so many responses - selectively supportive, sceptical or dismissive - widening the
evidence and developing the consideration in further articles and notes. It also emerged that, although
final stress had often been noted or commented on in print, it had only once received academic
attention, by Dr Richard Coates of the University of Sussex in 1980. The subject was therefore due for
further scrutiny: and now, in the light of additional material and continuing thought, it deserves an overview which may prompt another surge of interest and, ideally, better understanding. The relevant work
so far is:
East Grinstead Society Bulletins:
51 (Autumn 1992), pp.7f.
52 (Spring 1993), pp-4-8
53 (Autumn 1993), pp.9f.
54 (Spring 1994), p. 10
55 (Autumn 1994), p. 4
59 (Autumn 1996), p. 12
61 (Spring 1997), p. 4
74 (Autumn 2001), p. 7
75 (Winter 2001-02), pp.5f.
76 (Spring 2002), p. 20
83 (Autumn 2004), p. 16
102 (Winter 2010-11), p. 16

M.J. Leppard, 'Where the stress falls'
M.J. Leppard, 'Final stress: a closer look'
M.J. Leppard, 'Final stress: responses and suggestions'
M.J. Leppard, 'Final stress: further notes'
[Editor], 'Local pronunciation of place-names'
M.J. Leppard, 'Addenda and corrigenda: Final stress'
M.J. Leppard, 'Addenda and corrigenda: Final stress'
M.J. Leppard, 'Addenda and corrigenda: Final stress'
A.G. Dyson, 'The Bulletin of the E.G. Society: 75th issue' [final paragraph]
[Editor], 'Place-names: Final stress'
M.J. Leppard, 'Place-names: addenda and corrigenda: Final stress'
M.J. Leppard, 'Albert Joseph Treloar, another local poet' [penultimate para.]

Articles by Professor Coates:
'A phonological problem in Sussex place names', Beilrage zur Namenforschung, Band 15 (1980), Heft 3,
pp.299-318
'Microdialectical investigations in the English south-east', Locus focus (forum of the Sussex Place-Names Net),
vol.7, nos 1-2 (2003-07), pp.62-79 [4 'The Brighton stress-shift', pp.68f.], written 1981-82, published 2007
SUMMARY OF WORK SO FAR
1 Main points in our Bulletins
cited in four-digit code (first two Bulletin- number, second two page-number), which must be consulted for full
argument and source-references; stressed syllable in CAPITALS):
Final stress in place-names is not purely local; there are instances all over the country, but it
seems most prevalent in East Sussex and parts of Kent. The paucity of recording is probably because it
was taken for granted, to the extent of being applied here to new names, e.g. HeronTYE, 1912. Some
names may have acquired or lost it over time. [5107] Not 'tackled in print before' [5108] Dr Coates
thereupon sent an offprint of his 1980 article, whose interpretations were accordingly summarised.
M.J.L. proposed the phenomenon was, in some cases, traceable back to the 16th century, and probably
once more widespread. Nationally it is standard in two-word names, and may therefore be implied by
two-word forms of names now normally written as one. [5204] BrambleTYE was offered as a
paradigm [5204], and similarly-interpretable historic evidence for other names was cited from local and
non-local writers [5205], with the caveat that some might reflect personal idiosyncrasy rather than

regular usage. Twenty five East Grinstead names claimed as usually stressed on the last syllable were
listed, with dates [5205f.], followed by others from a wider local area. Two suffixes regularly stressed
in local names, -hill and -den, were identified, and prefixes common in names so stressed across the
country, notably compass-points and adjectives. In some cases, however, e.g. FoulNESS in Essex, their
accepted meaning with initial stress could be the reason. [5207] Readers challenged some of the names
listed, and Mr P.D. Wood suggested aesthetic factors such as rhythm, but ruled out contrast and vowellength, as explanations. M.J.L. wondered if loss of a final unstressed vowel in Middle English forms
could account for, e.g., Ferlega (Domesday Book, presumably then FerLEGa), now FairLIGHT. [5309]
The first known instance of the final t in that name here in 1546 (and in the same-named village near
Hastings in 1540) might indicate a well-meaning correction of supposed lazy enunciation (thereby reinforcing final stress), but if so, why did it not appear on other names ending in a vowel? [5309f.] Mr
J.S. Hodgkinson argued, from early forms with a varying, and therefore presumably indeterminate,
medial vowel, that modem GibbsHAVen must have once been GibbsaVEN, loss of an original final
stress [5410]. KingsCOTE, new in 1866, and two more names in two-word form were advanced as
further evidence [5912], one of them soon contradicted [6104] and another later [7407]. Mr A.G.
Dyson expressed sceptical puzzlement at the whole business [7506]. Further evidence was claimed
from time to time thereafter [7620,8316,102161.
2 Professor Coates's work
Reading between the lines, one can detect Richard Coates from far-off Lincolnshire, puzzled on
arrival at the University of Sussex by constantly hearing some Brighton place-names stressed on their
last syllable and then recognising a consistent local use soon embraced by newcomers keen to 'belong'.
He identified two suffixes consistently stressed there, -coomb and -dean, and noted, as he heard them,
stray instances further afield, many of which seemed likely to be local idiosyncrasies or Brightonians at
large. The phenomenon naturally called for, and received, full application of his linguistic expertise
leading to publication, which I am not competent to judge (or often understand). From subsequent
private correspondence I deduce that he now accepts the existence of similar aggregations elsewhere in
East Sussex and parts of Kent, not least from the material in our Bulletins, and an arguable case for the
practice in the 16th century. If comparable assemblages could be created in and around, e.g. Tunbridge
Wells, the picture would be richer and the conclusions more secure. If I have misrepresented him, or if
he now has more evidence and arguments to deploy, any contribution will be welcome in our pages.

RE-ASSESSMENT
Categories of evidence
Explicit statements
Implications of rhyme and/or rhythm
Implications of two-word forms for names customarily written as one
Living memory (especially my own, spanning seven decades here)
Current usages (generally two pronunciations in parallel, final stress losing ground)

Brambletye as paradigm
The Rev. John Mason Neale (1818-66), Warden of Sackville College 1848-66, under 'tye' in his
annotated copy of W.D. Cooper's Glossary of the provincialisms in use in ... Sussex (1853) 1 , cites
Brambletye and Holtye as examples and adds 'N.B. The accent is always on the Contemporary

confirmation is thereby provided that the stress on Brambletye required by both rhyme and rhythm in
this couplet from John Turley's Broadstone House (1856)
'Will no one deign a walk, to treat the eye, / To Broadstone bower from classic Brambletye'
represents authentic local pronunciation. Simultaneously Turley (1796-1865), a local man who uses a
few dialect words in his works, illustrates Neale' s observation. [7616f,7620] These explicit examples
strengthen the case for implicit final stress in the four two-word forms of the name previously instanced
from 1567 to 1826 [5205] and now reinforced by an addition from 1595 [below].

Standen as touchstone of respect for local tradition
The Beale family who built the present Standen house in 1892-94 consistently stressed the last
syllable, and so do their descendants (by chance, I heard one doing so on 5 July this year) and deeprooted locals [5107]. That it was not incomers' affectation is borne out by the otherwise inexplicable
Standend for the predecessor farmhouse in the Saint Hill School admissions register in 1880 [8316].

Early two-word forms as implicit evidence
Dated examples of such forms for names customarily stressed on the last syllable in modern
times were marshalled in the earlier work [5205], some of them found more than once (but only the
earliest date is given below), including
16th century: Plaw hatche 1577, Daling-Grove 1592, Ridge Hill 1597-98
17th:
Labor lye 1610
18th:
Lags Heath 1721, Place Land 1739, Black Well Lane c.1740 (corrected date), Ember
Horn c.1761-69, Ash Down Forest 1774, Holly Bush 1776, Frame Post 1794, Daniel
Ridge 1795
19th:
Quay Brook Common 1808, Edge Court 1824, Thorn Hill 1826, Horse Shoe Farm and
Wales Beech 1841, Hind Leaf 1885, and [5912,6104] (most tellingly because engraved
on a tombstone) Chart-Ham Park 1855
To these can now be added the curious fact that in John Norden's list of 128 Sussex noblemen
and gentry and their seats (sometimes more than one each) in 15942 only four place-names are written
as two words, all in or just outside East Grinstead: Bramble lye, Grave lye, Labor lye and Whales
Beech. To be fair, they are balanced by Dalingridge, Myliplace and Tablehurste, but even so they imply
a long tradition of stressing final and perhaps even reveal East Grinstead as already a stronghold of
final stress. Since the list was compiled during Norden's fieldwork for a map printed in the following
year it may well be that he was faithfully representing what he heard on the ground.

East Grinstead place-names for which final stress is claimed in living memory [5107f.,5206,5310]
Brambletye., Dallingridge, Fairlight*, Fonthill, Frampost*, Hackenden, Hammerwood*., Hazelden,
Herontye, Hindleap, Homestall*, Hurst-an-Clays, Imberhome, Kingscote, Monkshill, Oakleigh,
Plawhatch*, Shovelstrode., Standen*., Sunnyside
• supportive historical evidence added later [7620,8316,10216] * challenged by readers [5309]

East Grinstead area place-names for which final stress is claimed in living memory [5 108,5207,
53 10,5504 and as indicated]
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Ardingly, Blackham, Chartham, Copthome, Cowden*, Danehill, Duddleswell, Edenbridge, Fairwarp,
Felcourt, Groombridge, Gravetye*, Highbrook, Holtye, Huntsland 3, Lullenden, Pippingford, Puttenden,
Rowfant., Sharpthome, Tandridge*, West Hoathly*, Withyham
supportive historical evidence added later [5912]

* challenged by readers [5309]

Elsewhere
Although our Bulletin's area of study is the ancient parish of East Grinstead, it is important to
see at least some topics in a wider context and especially so with one that might have appeared to be a
decidedly localised phenomenon. Instances elsewhere given previously [5107,5207,5310] will not be
listed again, unless precisely attributable mentions have been noted since. Additional names with their
attributions will be given.
In Sussex
• Explicit attention
At a gathering of college contemporaries, probably in the 1960s, someone mentioned Boreham Wood in
Hertfordshire. The chaplain, the Rev. Dr T.M. Parker, observed that if it had been in Sussex it would be
BoreHAM Wood. I know he had some acquaintance with the part of Sussex that includes Boreham Street and
Boreham Bridge, so he could have heard them pronounced BoreHAM and must have heard other Sussex placenames with final stress.
Itchn(H)AM, BuckHAM Hill (Uckfield): Joseph Pettitt (1909-1999), letter 6 Nov. 1971
• Passing utterance in conversation as unremarked habitual usage, sometimes overheard, sometimes from
people with whom I am not sufficiently acquainted to know full names or backgrounds
F1imWELL and EtchingHAM: Ray Large (born c.1930 on farm on outskirts of Tonbridge and brought up
there), 16 April 2005, referring to his mother's family home, presumably echoing her pronunciation
FairLIGHT: William Martin (born Hastings 1932 and lifelong resident) whenever referring to nearby village
(but he always pronounces another nearby village as pLAyde n)
CowFOLD: Brian Still of Billingshurst, 8 Oct. 1994 and frequently thereafter
In Kent
• Passing utterance, as above
HorsmonDEN: self-styled 'Kent nationalist' on Radio 3, 8 March 1994; Andrew from East Malling area, 23
Aug. 2008; David and Brenda of Headcorn, Sept. 2008
RustHALL, Tunbridge Wells: female resident of that place, 1996
DornDEN Drive, Langton: well-spoken boy of about 14 with received pronunciation (not rustic) stating
destination of bus journey before boarding and on buying ticket
BarDEN Road, Tonbridge: 'Bar', originally from Lamberhurst, 24 April 2010
In Surrey
• Passing utterance, as above
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GodSTONE: Keith of Smallfield, 15 Oct. 1994
Sma11FIELD: Mrs Angela Pronger, who grew up there in (I guess) the 1950s, 13 July 2012. (I have never heard
this name with final stress from anyone else, including Keith (above), any more than in Hartfield, Lingfield,
etc.)
In South-west England
Passing utterance, as above
TotNESS: Everyone in Nicholas Crane's television programme on that place in his 'Town' series, 2010, even
the only participant with a Devon accent (and also a live announcement at Clapham Junction, 22 July 2005,
coupled with IvyBRIDGE). My mother and everyone in her family, who hailed from Devonshire, always
stressed the first syllable of both those names.
CrewKERNE: 'Time team' television programme, 1 April 2012 (not necessarily authentically local)
In Scotland
• Explicit attention
Frequent in the Borders according to two émigrés from East Grinstead: Dr Richard Crockett instanced
TweedBANK, 2 Oct. 2004, Mr P.D. Wood HundaLEE, Dec. 2004.
• Passing utterance, as above
Also in the Borders, that thoroughbred Scot Neil Oliver pronounced Sir Walter Scott's home AbbotsFORD in
his television series on the history of Scotland. On the other side of the country, the presenter and all the locals
said C1ydeBANK in a television programme on the blitz there.
And in Wales
• Explicit attention
Mr David Gould has kindly supplied the following list of Welsh place-names with final stress: Aberdare,
Bargoed, Caerwent, Cathays, Cwmbran, Cyncoed, Llanrwst, Penarth, Penybryn, Pontypool, Pontypridd.
TOWARDS CONCLUSIONS
Common elements
Although there seems no consistency among elements preceding final stress, some stressed final
ones do occur sufficiently frequently to indicate a practice akin to a rule. Thus Prof. Coates found six
examples in the Brighton conurbation of stress on final -dean, and one of -coomb complemented by
three more nearby; for five others in Brighton only one, but in the Lower Ouse valley two of -ham and
one of-ford. 4
Of the 51 names in or within c.6 miles of East Grinstead which have been claimed as examples
of final stress in this series of articles, -den scores highest with six instances. Etymologically one of
them, Standen, is -dean (valley), the other five -den (Wealden seasonal pasture), but etymologies were
forgotten as time went on, or new rationalising ones gave old names new forms (e.g. Daniel Ridge for
Dallingridge), and spelling did not begin to be standardised until comparatively recently. By definition,
sound was the decisive factor in pronunciation: and so we may yoke together the two cases of ridge
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with the two of -bridge and the one of -home with the two of -thorne. Possibly one of such pairs had a
longer history of stressing at the end of a place-name but over time recruited the other. There are five
examples for -hill, four for -lye, three for -ham and two each for -court, -brook and -land.
Relating them to the wider Kent-Surrey-Sussex context would need a more copious assemblage
of instances and depart too far from our Society's competence, but it is apparent from the examples
already given that -den and -ham are equally well testified further afield. Mapping would probably
support the impression of extension eastwards hence towards Tunbridge Wells and thence on to
Tonbridge, further eastwards in Kent and down to Hastings, co-incidentally (?) where there are railway
lines and probably much older road-routes. Prof. Coates produced such a map for Sussex, but lacking
the cluster around East Grinstead of which he was then unaware 5. Like maps of archaeological findspots, however, which can be rather more accurately interpreted as depicting where archaeologists have
been at work, such maps would show where onomasticians have taken an interest. Even so, the more
they are added to or put into chronological series, the more substance there will be in the information
conveyed. This article may not have taken us much further, but it could stimulate further contributions.
As for the commonest elements, it is evident that they are mostly words for natural features hill, valley, brook, ridge, etc. - or what man has done to the landscape - clearing, seasonal pasture, etc.
In the days before maps and road-signs (as the late Margaret Gelling emphasised) this was essential,
while the first element(s) would distinguish among them: e,g. 'Each time you get to a valley, see if it's
unusually rocky: if so, you've arrived at Standen.'
Belonging
In Brighton final stress in certain place-names is a deliberate 'badge' of belonging, desirable in
a place with a large shifting and ethnically, culturally and linguistically disparate population. In East
Grinstead new arrivals between the wars, like my mother's family, and war-time evacuees who settled
here pronounced the place-names as they heard them from the native majority. But from about 1954
newcomers, generally owner-occupiers on new private housing-estates who worked elsewhere, tended
to form relationships with their own kind and maintain their own speech, basing pronunciation on
spelling and analogy with places known previously. So did, and do, the majority of school-teachers,
few of whom are locals and whose pupils will follow their pronunciations if they have heard no others.
The prospect
If decline to extinction looks likely here, unless somehow a patriotic revival is inspired, the
example of Totnes may herald a revolution elsewhere. Similar instances also heard on television (e.g.
IronBRIDGE, 10 June 1998) may not be authentically local but a habit (or affectation?) of 'mediatypes', which innocent viewers will take as the 'correct' pronunciation. Television has more influence
than schoolteachers. Our phenomenon may be going into exile or founding colonies, rather as 'twitten'
and 'trug' appear to be being propagated from their Sussex dialect bed into regular national use.
The verdict is awaited from readers, especially if any of this seems speculative or opinionated.
REFERENCES (additional to those in square brackets in the text, which must be consulted for the original
sources of the summarised information):
In private hands (seen through the kindness of Mr K.C. Leslie) 2 Printed and discussed by John Fanunt, Sussex Family
Historian, vol.3, no.3 (Dec. 1977), pp.69-72 ' Prof. Brian Warner (born Crawley Down, 1939), passing utterance, 21
article of 1980 listed above, p.316
April 2005 4 article of 1981/82 listed above
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EAST GRINSTEAD AND ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE CRIMEAN WAR, 1853-56
Benjamin Bartlett
The British Empire found itself at war for the first time since the glorious days of Wellington
and Napoleon. However, unlike the war against revolutionary France, which many people had
enthusiastically demanded after the horrors of Robespierre had been unmasked, unveiling a reign of
terror not an idealistic political revolution, the war against Tsarist Russia thirty nine years later was to
divide both political and religious opinion over whether Great Britain was on the 'right' side.
Great Britain had gone to war because of something historians would later call 'the great game'.
Britain's influence around the world had grown significantly after the fall of Napoleon and the
Congress of Vienna. This had coincided with Russian expansionism, particularly towards India, but
important in British attitudes to Russia was her centuries-long goal of a warm-water port in Europe at
the expense of 'the sick man of Europe', the Ottoman Empire. However, a cause which has often been
overlooked in the public domain is the religious motives behind the war.
Rivalry between Louis-Napoleon III and Tsar Nicholas I had emerged over the protection of the
Holy Land Christians. Nicholas's desire to be protector of Orthodox Christians coincided with LouisNapoleon's need to uphold the prestige of the Second Empire. One East Grinstead resident, the Rev.
J.M. Neale, the Warden of Sackville College, was a committed Russophile and believed strongly that
the British government was on the wrong side in the war. He wrote a poem after the battle of Alma that
expressed his disgust at Britain and France siding against Russia, ending
Courage, brethren! France's tyrant,
through the good path oped by you,
May yet have his Saint Helena,
Alma yet her Waterloo!'
In a letter to his friend Benjamin Webb he strongly stated his feelings about Earl Aberdeen, the
prime minister, and Viscount Palmerston, the foreign secretary, siding with the Ottomans. 'I am glad,
at all events, to see that the Morning Chronicle today has the honesty at last to confess that we are
fighting to ensure the perpetual slavery of the Turkish Christians'. 2 He was a man who, according to
his daughter Mrs Mary Sackville Lawson, seems to have been always on the unpopular side in politics. 3
Her view is justified by the British outcry at the Russian 'massacre of the Turkish fleet at Sinope in
October 1853. However, Disraeli shared to an extent Neale' s view of the Eastern Question. Disraeli
believed that the invasion of the Crimea was a great error. However, he was not, as Neale was, a great
admirer of Tsar Nicholas 15
' 4

Neale was a firm believer in the Russian right to dominate both the Orthodox Church and the
Panslavist movement that the Tsar claimed to be protector over. In 1853 Neale had begun to write
Theodora Phranza or the Fall of Constantinople, a novel set at the fall of the city in 1453. He believed
a prophecy made then, that four hundred years after the capture of Constantinople by Mehmed II, it
would return to Christian control. Neale thought that this would mean Russian control.
The Fall of Constantinople was highly biased towards the Orthodox Church's right to the
protection of all Ottoman Christian subjects, particularly those that lived in the old Byzantine Empire's
territory. Neale's ten-year old daughter Agnes highlighted the belief that Great Britain should be siding
with Russia by writing a poem about the battle of Sebastopol, ending

14
And when he next does slay the Turks
May I be there to see his works! 6
On the other hand the opposite point of view would have been held in East Grinstead vicarage.
The vicar's son Lieut George Sisson Harward was fighting in the Crimea with distinction. He won the
Distinguished Service Order at Inkerman on 5 November 1854 in a battle that had little command and
control. Junior officers and N.C.O.s were crucial to how it was fought. Lord Raglan, Commander of
British Forces in the Crimea, described Harward as doing a 'distinguished and splendid service in
directing an 1 81b cannon and destroying Russian guns while exposing himself to enemy fire.
' 7

These differing positions can only have intensified the animosity already existing between Neale
and the vicar on theological grounds.
The Times stated 'The English people are resolved that Russia shall not dictate conditions to
Europe, or convert the Black Sea, with all its various interests encompassing its shore, into a Russian
lake. British statesmen had, however, been discussing the idea of attacking Russia since 1853 and
Lord Palmerston had a plan to deal with the enlarging Tsarist Empire.
' 8

Ultimately the Crimean war divided opinion both at the time and in historical debate. As Neale
highlights, it was the first in which public opinion could be gauged widely. It was mostly against
Neale's view, 'hotly for war'. 9 This was because of reports by men like William Howard Russell for
the Times and photography by Roger Fenton that brought vivid detail to the public. Thus in one of his
sermons to the old people in the college Neale was able to mention Sebastopol and know that the
reference would be understood. 10 Public opinion in this war was more important than in previous wars
because news and more intimate photographs of war could swing public support.
REFERENCES: Lawson = M.S. Lawson, Letters ofJ.MN. (1910); J.M.N. = J.M. Neale

Lawson,
quoted L. Livack, J.MN. and the quest for Sobornost (1994), p.232 2 9 Dec. 1854, quoted Lawson, p.231
p.231 4 Sir Llewellyn Woodward, The Oxford History of England, vol.13 The Age of Reform, 1815-1870 (1962), p. 263
J.R. Vincent, 'The parliamentary dimension of the Crimean War', Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, Fifth
W.H. Hills, The history ofEast
series, vol.3 1 (1981), pp.3749, at p.42 6 4 Dec. 1854, quoted Lawson, p.231
as note 5, p37
Grinstead (1906), p.78 8 T. Royle, Crimea: the Great Crimean War, 1854-56(2000), p.96
10
J.M.N., Sermons preached in Sackville College Chapel, vol.2 (1872), pp.270f. (undated sermon, 'God's messengers')
1

BIBLIOGRAPHY additional to works cited in end-notes:

A. Lambert & S. Badsey, The War Correspondents: The Crimean War (1994)
P.A. Saab, 'Foreign affairs and the new Tories: Disraeli, "The Press", and the Crimean War', International
History Review, vol.19, no.2 (May 1997), pp. 286-31 1

AMEN TO THAT: 'I believe that towns are the communities of the future; it is in these historic civic
structures that we discover how communities work efficiently and happily.' - Nicholas Crane,
discussing his forthcoming 'Town' series of television programmes, Daily Telegraph Review section,
23 July 2011.
'THE KING GEORGE V BRIDGE' was mentioned in the East Grinstead Courier & Observer on 5
April this year. It took me some time to realise that the bridge from King George's Field to the clock
tower was being referred to. If the name sticks its explanation could be misinterpreted. I would prefer
clock tower bridge, and 'Clock Tower' rather than 'Railway Approach' for the nearby bus stop. M.J.L.
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SOME PEOPLE OF EAST GRINSTEAD (continued)

M.J. Leppard

CONRAD DAVID ATKINSON
David Atkinson, who rejected the foreign-seeming Conrad, was born in c.1922, the second
child of a respected painter, decorator and community activist, with one older and one younger very
bright sibling. In his second year, however, he was diagnosed with a thyroid deficiency that would
make him stunted, with eyes well apart, thick lips, a flat nose and severe mental retardation - cretinism.
When he was three the family moved to Hull, where experimental medication was available.
Irreparable damage had already been done and he was judged unlikely to be able to read or write, but
his parents taught skills like dressing himself and he gradually made progress at a special school. He
then joined his father at work, enjoying using his hands but with limited dexterity.
Father died when David was about 20, but he tried sheltered work until, at 34, moving with his
endlessly devoted mother to join his sister's family in Essex. The farm work there was beyond him,
however, and the two moved to Cranleigh.
In his early 40s they rejoined the family, now in Forest Row, and he found congenial work
street-cleaning and hedge-cutting for East Grinstead Urban District Council. He bought a moped,
participated in the Common Market Referendum campaign and joined the constituency Voters'
Association. At about 50, when his mother entered an old people's home, he amazed everyone by
organising the purchase of a house nearby, but experimenting with his medication led to hypothermia
and moving to a warmer home in West Street and eventually to Copse Close, where he made more
friends.
Retiring at 60, David did a weekly paper-round and joined Forest Row Film Society, the Green
party and the Pensioners' Association. He attended Town Council meetings, sometimes the only
person in the public gallery. His interests in public transport, the hospital, recycling and the
environment were expressed at public question time and in letters to the local papers and P.M. on
Radio Four. In 1988, nominated by the Town Council, he was a guest at Mid Sussex District Council's
first garden party, and in 2000 the Courier's personality of the week.
With his cart and broom (or shopping-trolley) and dog, David was a familiar sight in East
Grinstead, to children resembling Charlie Chaplin.
He died on 12 September 2003 aged 81, a fine exemplar of the concept of citizenship taught in
schools. In November a memorial flowering cherry was planted at East Court.
SOURCES: E. G. Courier, 25 May 2000, 18 Sept. & 20 Nov. 2003, E. G. Observer, 24 Sept. 2003, funeral addresses by
Robin Boatman (brother-in-law) and C.J. Rolley (Clerk of Town Council), personal recollections

THE EAST SUSSEX COUNTY ARCHIVIST'S REPORT FOR 2010-11 records the accession of a
letter from Viscount Bryce of Hindleap Lodge, 1900, and the records of Hammerwood and Holtye
Women's Institute, 1931-2004. M.J.L.
FOREST ROW NEWS 63 (July 2012) includes some recollections by Cyril Jenner of his time as
station master at Forest Row, 1958-67, the last holder of that post. I regret to say the article can't be
relied on for accuracy, though parts of it are excellent.
D.G.
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EAST GRINSTEAD IN 1952: SIGHTS (continued from Bulletin 105)

M.J. Leppard

As the working day began, some shopkeepers would be sweeping the pavement outside their
premises or refilling the bowl of water for dogs, the latter less from kindness to animals than to prevent
lifting of legs around the doorway. Proud housewives would be scrubbing and whitening the doorsteps
of their houses. Whatever the time, at bus stops passengers would stand in single file at the roadside.
Later in the day queues would form alongside the Radio Centre cinema, marshalled by an impressivelyuniformed commissionaire while the dinner-jacketed manager, Mr John Strudwick, hovered inside the
doors. Twice a year queues could be seen outside Broadleys with 'bouncers' marshalling those seeking
bargains in the sales. On Sunday mornings almost the only activity in London Road was a stream of
soberly clad people clutching black books. Going up on the left were the Anglicans with a prayer-book
and a hymnbook. Going down the other side were Roman Catholics with missals and Free Church folk
with bibles.
Two shops had advanced technology for payment. In the Co-op coins and notes were put into a
small holder that was then screwed into position on a line overhead, the assistant tugged a chain, and
the container whizzed along the wire to the enclosed desk where the cashier emptied it, checked the bill
and the amount, put in the correct change and sent the device back the way it had come. In Wilson's,
drapers and outfitters, a similar process was effected via a pneumatically-powered tube that sped off to
the first floor. In Woolworth's, if paper money was proffered, the assistant would clutch the till and
urgently press a bell on its side, whereupon a supervisor would come to ensure that correct change was
given from such a large amount - ten shillings, or maybe more. In all other shops the assistants, mainly
teenage girls, could accurately add up pounds, shillings and pence in their heads and calculate correct
change. Butchers' shops had a cash-desk for payment and sawdust on the floor to soak up blood or
fragments of meat.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS reviewed by the Editor

SUSSEX INDUSTRIAL HISTORY no.42 (2012) contains an article by Dr Brian Austen, 'Turnpikes
to Lewes and Newhaven'. Like his earlier contributions on the same subject it is thoroughlyresearched, reliable and well illustrated, covering the relevant Acts of Parliament, the history of each
trust, charges, tollhouses and milestones. His giving the exact date that the powers of the Godstone and
Wych Cross trust expired - 1 November 1864 - is particularly welcome since hitherto we have had to
rely on W.H. Hills's 'some 70 years later' than 1809.* Dr Austen is, however, unaware of the date of
the road improvements at the eastern end of the town (1826) and hazards c.1810.
THE FELBRIDGE AND DISTRICT HISTORY GROUP'S HANDOUT 107, 'Shopping in the
Feibridge area, part 2' (May 2012), embraces North End, including sales of milk to callers at the
dairy at Imberhome Farm. In Imberhome Lane the shops covered are E. Hewett, confectioner, etc.,
Meppem, butcher, Webber, hairdresser, Smith, butcher, Arnold, cobbler. In London Road they are
Jaybee Stores (formerly Wenban), Edmund Wise, brewer, Mugridge, general shop and post office,
Slade, baker, then all at Felbridge Parade, and finally some of the petrol stations. Further information
and refinements of detail should be easily ascertainable from published sources and personal memories.
* History ofEast Grinstead (1906), pp.1 58f.
This issue consists of 16 sides rather than 20 because one contribution was not ready by the deadline.

